To: Nola Estate Expert Consulting Panel
From: Neelam Patel
Dear Panel Members
Thank you for your letter asking us to comment on the Nola Estate Development project which is
happening around us.
We are very concerned and worried about this project as we have been told very little. The few
times we have been approached or communicated with, no one has returned with answers to our
questions. The first we knew of this project was when surveyors entered our property and started
taking measurements, it was not until we asked them what they were doing that these people (the
surveyors) realised our property was not part of Nola Estate.
After reading the fourth paragraph of your letter (ref: FTC000025) we are now even more upset
and worried. Your letter reads “you are identified as a person from whom the panel must seek
comment as you own or occupy land at
, which is land on which the
project is to be undertaken.” This is not true!
is our private
property and not part of the Nola Estate. This project is going to have a huge impact on us, we are
not just a neighbour, our property is engulfed by the Nola Estate. It is on every one of our
boundaries (3) excepting our road frontage. From the very start contractors seen not to be aware
of this.
We are very worried about how this development will affect our home and business. We have lived
and operated our retail business here for more than 18 years. 3 years ago, the council widened
the footpath in front of our property to make a cycleway and at the same time removed some of
the roadside parking at our front and moved the rest down the road, about 10 metres. This
reduced our business immediately by 40%, our accountant can show the figures.
We are afraid people living in the new development will permanently park on these spaces and our
private land where we have another two parking spaces for our customers so we don’t want to
loose those parking.
Most importantly West Coast Road and the Parrs Park roundabout is a very busy intersection, and
the size of this Nola Estate development is going to make traffic problems worse, as everyone is
saying.
We have built back this lost business in part because our closest opposition closed. We have been
told the Nola Estate development will include shops (retail space). But more importantly if there is
to be shops, we want to see this ‘Consent Process’ put controls on the type of businesses that can
occupy any new Retail Space. We want to see complimentary businesses which truly serve a
variety of needs for the development’s residents and adds value to our business and not subtract
value from it.
We understand from community social media reports that not all residents of this new
development will have off-street parking available, and we also worry where anyone visiting
residents who live in the new Nola Estate development will park. We know this will have a huge
effect on ourselves, our business, and surrounding streets.
We don’t want any interruptions or impact during the construction (accidental phone line and fibre
cut) as this happened when council were digging to widen the footpath in front of our shop which
resulted in loss of business.

Lastly We would really like to have someone from the Panel visit us and explain everything which
is happening, as this is outside my area of understanding.
Sincerely
Neelam and Laxman Patel

